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Sign points to Clubhouse on CR 1020
-----------------------------------------------------------

NFLARC
W5NFL
DMR # 3148669

The NFL Amateur Radio Club
PO Box 334
Corsicana, Tx 75151
Meets the second Saturday of each month at 12:00 noon lunch
and 1:00 PM Meeting at the NFLARC clubhouse, near Dobins
Rd & CR1020 Corsicana
The Linked Repeaters at
•
Corsicana - 2M (145.290 + with a tone of 146.2)
•
Corsicana – DMR 440 (442.925 cc9)
•
Buffalo - 2M (147.280 + with a tone of 146.2)
•
Franklin - 2M (146.960 - with a tone of 146.2)
•
Hillsboro - 2M (146.780 - with a tone of 123.0)

•
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Fairfield * 2M (145.110 * with a tone of 146.2)
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Brandmeister

Lindale * 2M (145.600 simplex with a tone of
146.2)
Mexia * 2M (145.39 - with a tone of 146.2)
Echolink * KD5OXM-L
We can be Monitored via
o http://nflarc.org/radio.html
o http://www.radioreference.com
 Look for
 Navarro, Freestone, Limestone
and Leon Counties Repeaters

•
•
•

Radio TX

447.925

Color Code

DMR/9

Slot 1

TG

Name

9000

Texas BM(Primary)

2

Dallas Metro (Primary)

Arkansas (PTT activated
3148
Texas DM(Primary)
with 15 min inactivity
timeout)
31402
Oklahoma (PTT activated 8710
Crossroads Talkgroup (PTT
with 15 min inactivity
activated with 15 min
inactivity timeout)
timeout)
310
*TAC310 (PTT activated
13
North America (PTT
with 15 min inactivity
activated with 10 min
timeout)
inactivity timeout)
311
*TAC311 (PTT activated
1
Worldwide All Languages
with 15 min inactivity
(PTT activated with 10 min
timeout)
inactivity timeout)
312
*TAC312 (PTT activated
with 15 min inactivity
timeout)
* These talkgroups are interconnected between MARC and BM, so you will be
able to talk to someone from either network on these.

Corsicana Tx.
442.925

Name

31052

The DMR Linked Repeaters

Radio RX

DMR-MARC

TG

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

NFLARC Channel on Zello

Slot 2
Brandmeister

DMR-MARC

TG

Name

TG

Name

9000

Texas BM(Primary)

2

Dallas Metro (Primary)

http://zello.me/k/eVG6G

31052

Arkansas (PTT activated
3148
Texas DM(Primary)
with 15 min inactivity
timeout)
31402
Oklahoma (PTT activated 8710
Crossroads Talkgroup (PTT
with 15 min inactivity
activated with 15 min
timeout)
inactivity timeout)
310
*TAC310 (PTT activated
13
North America (PTT
with 15 min inactivity
activated with 10 min
timeout)
inactivity timeout)
311
*TAC311 (PTT activated
1
Worldwide All Languages
with 15 min inactivity
(PTT activated with 10 min
timeout)
inactivity timeout)
312
*TAC312 (PTT activated
with 15 min inactivity
timeout)
* These talkgroups are interconnected between MARC and BM, so you will be
able to talk to someone from either network on these.

License Training Class / Testing
TBA

New Members
Local News & Events
Christmas Party

------------------------------------------------------------------------Hillsboro Tx.
Radio RX

443.275

Radio TX

448.275

Color Code

DMR/9

Slot 1

Slot 2
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NFLARC Weather Nets

At La Prada Restaurant

NFLARC Weather Net Frequencies:
• Corsicana - 2M (145.290 + with a tone of 146.2)
o Echolink - KD5OXM-L
• Corsicana - 440 (442.925 +5 DMR CC9 TG-Local)
• Buffalo - 2M (147.280 + with a tone of 146.2)
• Franklin - 2M (146.960 - with a tone of 146.2)
• Hillsboro - 2M (146.780 - with a tone of 123.0)
o Echolink - KD5JUM
• Fairfield - 2M (145.110 * with a tone of 146.2)
• Lindale - 2M (145.600 simplex with a tone of 146.2)
• Mexia - 2M (145.39 - with a tone of 146.2)
• Simplex Frequency - 146.500 MHz

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Smelly new friend

ARES Net

Limestone County ARES Group
ARES group for Limestone Co.
List their Coms plan as follows:
•
•

Featured Amateur
Page 3

Repeaters
o Mexia Repeater 145.39 – Primary
o Hillsboro Repeater 146.78 – Secondary
Simplex
o 146.500 FM Primary
o 146.550 FM Secondary
o 147.550 FM Texas State Guard Freq
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They will have a weekly net on Tuesday Nights 8PM on Mexia
Repeater 145.39

purpose like a Boy Scout merit badge or to be part of a
neighborhood watch program, and then left amateur radio
when that purpose was fulfilled. The theory also assumes that
anyone who is willing to pay for membership in a radio-related
group can plausibly be counted as “active” in the hobby. This is
a pretty loose assumption, but for now we’ll go with it. The
other caveat is that there is no accepted definition of “active
ham”.
If we recalculate the formula with today’s numbers, the ratio is
still the same: Only about 23% of licensed amateurs are
considered active in the hobby; let’s arbitrarily bump that to
30% to include those who are active hams, but not members of
a radio club/organization (I place myself in this bucket). I’m
willing to bet these admittedly unscientific estimates are close
to accurate if not overly generous. From my own experience,
there is a lot less enthusiasm for ham radio, even among the
hams themselves, than there was back in the 1980’s when I first
got my ticket.
I realize anecdotal evidence is not real evidence, but it’s not
nothing, either. It calls attention to a completely valid question:
If there are a lot more amateurs than there were thirty or so
years ago, why is there no surge in traffic on the ham bands, no
increase in club memberships, no higher attendance at
hamfests, and no participation swell in on-air contests to
correspond with the greater number of licensees? Going only
by the raw number of issued licenses, the future of amateur
radio should be highly visible and self-sustaining.
In 2007 the Morse Code requirement was dropped for all
license classes and the written exams were dumbed down to
the point that one can now get an Extra ticket with absolutely
zero on-air experience and just a few evenings of memorizing
test answers. The test pass rate was very high and licensing
applications soared. For better or worse, lowering the bar of
entry, presumably to cultivate the future of amateur radio, at
least on the surface appeared to be achieving its intended
result.
This little history lesson leads us to an understanding about why
we have a lot more radio licensees but not a lot more radio
participants: There are a disproportionate number of
individuals who are hams on paper only. They have a valid
license and are included in the total, but they don’t do anything
beyond being a number. The cheerleading faction is totally ok
with this and even boasts about it.
All those ten year term ham tickets issued during the rush of
2007-2009 will soon expire. I predict in the next year or two we
will see the net growth of licensees slow down or even recede
because the bandwagon-jumpers from a decade ago will not
bother to renew.

-------------------------------------------------------------

Hill County ARES Group
Joe Moore KE5YPH is the new Hill Co ARES Coordinator.
He plans to have “Hill County Emergency Training Net” on
Hillsboro Repeater 145.780
Thursdays at 7:00 pm

World News & Event
The Future of Amateur Radio Is Not In The Numbers.
Chris Warren August 20, 2017
58 Comments on The Future of Amateur Radio Is Not In The
Numbers.
For close to three decades, ever since the Morse Code
requirement for amateur radio was dropped for the Technician
license in 1990 and then finally eliminated for all licenses in
2007, there has been a simmering debate about the future of
amateur radio and how to make it appealing to young people in
a high tech world with a lot of competition for their attention.
And for just as long there has been a cheerleading faction that
offers up the growing number of licensees as evidence that
things are going great, or at least that’s what they publicly
claim. I am not nearly so optimistic. The future of amateur radio
cannot be built solely on a foundation of numbers. Some hard
realities need to be confronted if the future of amateur radio is
to be as bright as the cheerleaders want us to believe.
Quantity over quality is a dead end.
There is no dispute that the number of licensed amateurs is
indeed growing. What is lost in the statistics is that there is a lot
of uncertainty about how many of those licensed amateurs
actually participate in or care about the avocation to any
meaningful degree.
This blog article from five years ago explains it very well. The
TL,DR version: A lot of hams got their tickets for some specific

The future of amateur radio needs action, not math.
Lamenting the events & decisions that got us here is also a dead
end. The license changes of 1990 and especially 2007 generated
a lot of bitter acrimony that still lingers today (I’ve actually
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received hate mail). I’m not interested in refighting the civil
war. It’s long over & done. I want to work with the system we
have and play a part, however small, in ensuring a real future
for amateur radio, not one that only brags about numbers and
has no real heft behind it.
If young people are the key, then we elders need a plan, a list of
things we can actually go out and do, that will make a
difference. I sincerely hope this is a cause every concerned ham
can join no matter what side of the civil war they were on.
In no particular order:
Stop hawking EMCOMM. Emergency communications is
important, but it’s become a tiresome public relations trope.
Ham radio for EMCOMM is overrated now that cellphones and
advanced public safety comms systems have nearly 100%
uptime, even during stressful situations. I’m not saying
EMCOMM is not worthwhile or not relevant, I’m only
suggesting that it’s not much of a selling point to bring in new
hams, particularly the young.
Focus on data modes & video. Young people like to stare at
screens. So give them a screen to stare at! Yeesh, this is such a
no-brainer! Data modes & video are the closest thing amateur
radio has to the way kids communicate these days. It’s very
relatable and an easy fit to the younger generation.
Forget about Morse Code: Much of the aforementioned civil
war revolved around the “Know Code vs. No Code” issue. The
Know Coders lost. It’s been ten years. Let it go already; move on
(cue hate mail). Making stiff proclamations about code’s
efficiency and ability to punch through poor band conditions,
albeit true, are not a persuasive argument to get young people
interested in radio. If you want to operate CW for your own
enjoyment & benefit, fine…go for it. But embrace this basic
truth: No modern teenager thinks its cool to tippy-tap dots and
dashes invented 180-plus years ago .
Promote computer-based projects. Arduino and Raspberry Pi
are becoming major players on the amateur radio landscape.
Many books & articles have been written on how to incorporate
these technologies into radio. Like data modes and video,
Arduino & Raspberry Pi are a natural comfort zone for the
young and one of the best ways to plant the seeds of the future
of amateur radio.
Encourage contesting. This too is a no brainer. Many teens are
involved with team sports, so radio contests are inherently
attractive to competitive personalities. Kids can be coached to
approach radio just as they would for a sport, then have the
personal satisfaction of performing their best in an on-air
contest. The parallels between radio contests and youth
athletics are obvious: Goal-setting, teamwork, fair play,
sportsmanship, achievement. Not capitalizing on these
similarities would be an appalling missed opportunity.
Promote alternative/off grid energy. Whenever I give a
presentation with my portable solar power equipment, I have
the undivided attention of every young person there. They
absolutely love the idea of zero emission, “free” electricity you

can make yourself. The problem is that they are usually far
more interested in the solar panels than they are in the ham
radio gear. In fact, I could probably not even bring the radios
and they’d still stand there and listen to me. Nevertheless, if
alternative energy can be used as a bridge to amateur radio,
then it’s worth doing. Not everything in radio has to be about
radio.
Be more selective. The confluence of lax licensing requirements
and inexpensive equipment has attracted people who might not
otherwise consider being a ham. A few will seriously pursue the
hobby, but the vast majority jump into radio “just for the heck
of it” and just as quickly drop away. This startling piece over on
the KB6NU blog lays it all out on the table in a refreshingly blunt
tone: “…only about one-half of new hams actually get on the
air.”
While I do not endorse being aggressively exclusive or elitist, I
also do not believe we should waste our time on casual
dabblers who are at high risk to quit without making any sincere
effort to be a real ham. Before agreeing to be someone’s Elmer,
established amateurs should consider if the person they are
being asked to help is even worth the effort to train them. We
need motivated individuals who want to be turned into skilled,
confidant, and engaged amateur radio operators, and not
merely test-passers. By the way, Elmers, this requires a
commitment on your part to continue working with new
hams after they have initially earned their ticket.
The concept of measuring success by how many people pass a
test needs to go away and die. We can’t foresee everyone’s
true intentions or control licensing requirements, but we can
demand commitment, set high expectations, and mentor only
those who show the ability & willingness to be a long term
contributor to the future of amateur radio.
What you need to know.
This list could go on much longer. The focus of this article is
attracting and retaining young people, but in truth anyone of
any age is a potential good candidate to ensure the future of
amateur radio. There are a lot of other ideas out there, but it’s
pretty clear to me that the numbers game is a not a viable path
forward.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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which many a ham radio Phoenix was born are no longer
durable, salvageable, salvageable goods – once dead and
broken, they’re trash.
Now is the time of software homebrewing, and the idea of ham
radio as a means to an end.
The evidence:
1. Heathkit, despite their resurrection, can’t figure their
$h!+ out. They just can’t. Other kit companies (like
Ramsey) have shut down, as well as Radioshack.
2. Elecraft stopped making thru-hole kits in favor of
assembly projects with pre-populated surface-mount
PCBs. Many other outfits stopped kit building entirely,
because it’s just cheaper to have China do all of the fab
and assembly.
3. Software defined radio, in general, is dominating the
radio communications market, both from a hobbyist
perspective (RTLSDR, HackRF), an academic one
(GNURadio, USRP) to commercial and military (to
name a few: cell phones, airband radios; weather, civil
air, and tactical radar systems; radio
observatories; MANET; JTIDS)
4. The non-traditional sense of ham radio is quickly
becoming a centerpiece, if not a regular side-item, of
Hackaday articles, makerspaces, and makerfaires.

Millennials Are Killing Ham Radio

I just wanted to write this to start the conversation in order to
disrupt amateur radio’s status quo, in response to K0NR’s blog,
“Is The Internet Destroying Amateur Radio?” This was a great
analysis by Bob, and it really paints a picture of the current
state of the hobby, including the apparent distaste for internetconnected amateur radio technologies.
And also because nobody else has had an article with this title,
so why not? Despite being clickbait, the title isn’t wrong.
Millennials are definitely killing ham radio, just like they’re
killing everything else. Here’s how.

However, I will admit the Ham Nation Pineboard project is
particularly popular, and is doing a great thing bringing tubes
back into focus and captivating/inspiring viewers to try it
themselves, but I’m going out on a limb saying it’s probably
most popular with their target demographic…a young person
might be following along but it’s not changing the face of the
hobby anytime soon. One of the student members of W0EEE
(Missouri S&T) is a die-hard tube fanatic, but to everyone else,
he’s the tube guy.
Speaking of which – target demographic. The target
demographic of every single amateur radio show, podcast, club,
media outlet, society, magazine, livestream, or otherwise, is not
young people.

Full disclosure: I am 25 years old. Also and this blog is a rant, full
of unverifiable anecdotes and wild propositions, probably a few
spelling errors, and many incoherent thoughts. Opinions are my
own. QRZ OM’s beware.
The Maker Movement
The Hobbiest Computer movement of the 80s (all of you with a
TRS-80) is now the hacker/maker movement, automating life
with microcontrollers, tiny computers, and data centers.
Amateur radio is to The Baby Boomer and Generation X’s youth
as IOT is to Millennials and Gen Y.
Interest in “talking to people on the radio” is waning; it’s about
talking to machines, and enabling machines to talk to us. That’s
why the maker movement is such a hit, especially now as
commercial entities have also entered the fray with off the shelf
IoT devices. I’m thankful for the the ARRL for realizing this
critical market, and repping ham radio at many Makerfaires and
Hackercons.

The ARRL however, has been making a lot of good strides to
engage the new generation of hams (1)(2)(3)(4), yet still, the
ARRL can only do so much to interest younger people, which
takes away resources from engaging their demographic core of
white male retirees. For example – why no youth editor? I was
the last one, before my editor, Khrystyne K1SFA, left the ARRL,
which left a hole requiring them to kill the Youth Editor (the
articles still remain on their website), and The Amateur
Amateur (which still exists at his website). But why no top-level
Youth Coordinator? Why not a report on the effort of, or a
collaboration between, our Section Youth Coordinators in the
ARRL Field Organization Structure? Are we all just relying on
Carole Perry‘s and the late Ellie and Rip Van Winkel’s of the ham
radio world to inspire and educate young people about ham

Homebrewing on the Decline
China controls hardware development and manufacturing. We
(the US (Silicon Valley)) specialize in software. Homebrewing
hardware from scratch isn’t going to be a thing in the next 20
years, because the ashes of failed electronic appliances from
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radio? Surely there’s opportunity for ARRL, as well as every ham
radio club out there.

Despite that, it’s ultimately a much MUCH better solution in the
short term for young hams to operate remotely, than it is to
persuade their mom’s to fork up a relative ton of money for a
radio, antenna, a pole if no trees are around…etc.
Because young people do not often have access to the the kind
of money an HF radio station requires, I strongly believe to
captivate more young people, we need to do more of one of
these two things.
1. Promote your club’s shack, your own shack to young
people.
2. Put your shack on a remote service provider for others
to use when you’re not.
For young people to join the hobby, it’s critically important
to bring ham radio where the young people are, which is, for
the most part, the internet.
If I knew this when I was younger, my mom would have been
around $900 richer!

Kids LOVE Digital Modes! Right?
No. From my experience over the last seven years, digital
Amateur Radio is not intrinsically exciting to young people, as
many have been touting. It is a lot better than voice and CW,
but still exists the fact that as an individual, it’s a troubling
process to decide where to spend your (mother’s) money –
$300 on a DSTAR radio, $100 for a DMR, both full of people
talking about how robotic they sound, or $400 for an HF station
to do digital data modes, full of canned responses (PSK31) or
hardly any response at all (FT8).
These are also communication between people, which begs the
titular question posed by K0NR. People-to-people
communication is trivial, and although some young hams (me)
find it really cool to talk to people beyond shouting distance
with the raw elements of a radio station,what’s much more
interesting and impactful to the next generation is is the idea of
people-to-machine communication. In other words, Digital
Voice is dumb, Digital Data is smart, and the only ways to utilize
digital data are explicitly NOT provided by the commercial
manufacturers of amateur radio(1), but instead by Adafruit,
Ubiquiti; HackRF, RFSpace, and USRP; and soon FaradayRF,
among others.

Ham Radio Hackathons
One thing I’m thinking of starting up are Ham Radio
Hackathons. I mentioned it in a previous blog which has
surprisingly gotten a lot of traction with my tiny contingent of
readers.
A hackathon isn’t a coding competition. It’s explained well in
this Medium article. It goes even further than that, not limited
to coders and engineers, but open to thinkers, doers,
philosophers, system engineers, math people, teachers,
students, artists, stakeholders…anyone with an interest in
solving a problem with technology.

The Next Big Things for Ham Radio
Remote Operating for HF
Here’s where I disagree with K0NR’s analysis.
Perhaps more importantly, we can’t really stop the impact of
new technology. Oh, I suppose the amateur radio community
could petition the FCC to restrict [internet assisted] use of ham
radio. There could be regulations that limit the use of the
internet being interconnected with Part 97 radio operation.
I believe that remote operating, and other internet-assisted
means of ham radio operation, are critical to youth
engagement.

Ham radio has a bunch of problems with technology.
1. It’s far behind the curve. We’re spitting out digital
modes faster than K9PG can work a sweep, but
compared to what’s already on the shelf, why would
anyone bother with ham radio?
2. When I think about software like Log4OM, LOTW,
eQSL, and HRD, I get frustrated. It’s great software,
and many volunteer hours have poured into their
development, but it’s so feature dense, developed in
vacuums, hard to use, buggy, and lacking in UX. A
good example of software is Fldigi – it’s fast, and
light…hence *FL*digi. APRS is really nifty, especially
aprs.fi, but a person needs too much stuff or really
expensive radios to get on it via RF (most people seem
to be going direct to APRS-IS anyway) and getting into
the development side of it is making me pull my hair
out, just starting with the fact it’s based on the Bell 202
modem invented in 1972!!! Are you $#!++!n& me!? I
mean, what a fantastic utilization of resources…in
1978. It’s time for something fresh, now.
3. There are dozens of ham radio websites stuck in 1990
(two of them are in K0NR’s blog (1)(2)…I’d almost
argue that ham radio is killing the internet!), it seems

RemoteHamRadio is the shining example of where ham radio
operating is heading. they have an awesome Youth Program,
allowing young people that are:
– 25 years old or younger
– A General class or higher license
– A member of the ARRL
– Interested in or Experienced with in DXing/Contesting
to operate remote online stations for free.
Remote Hams is a totally free alternative, but it’s up to the host
to restrict operation, which is frustrating when you’re clicking
through servers, only to find it’s locked by membership to
whatever radio club is hosting it.
Finally WebSDR and OpenWebRX are always open to everyone
to receive tons of spectrum, remotely.
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like every ham radio developer has to repeatedly
reinventing the wheel with logging programs, everyone
still uses email reflectors, tons of ham radio apps just
crash upon startup, the Digital Voice debate (when we
should really focus on digital data, breaking through
the baudrate limitation, and interlinking everything),
the logistical challenges of testing (3 VEs to proctor a
test in person, c’mon…that’s not to say I don’t disagree
with the lack of practical on-the-air knowledge in the
newbie amateur radio generation; however I don’t
think that’s not a fault of the amateur, that’s a fault on
the lack of elmership to personally show them how it’s
done).
What gets us excited is contesting, YOTA, giant
spectrum monitors, networking, automation, IOT,
SDRs, remote ham radio operation, and the general
advancement of radio technology, which is abreast of
the core of amateur radio’s mission statement. But,
how are we going to be at the cutting edge, when
things like Wifi, LTE, Zigbee, P25, etc has passed our
tech up?
If anything, hackathons could stir up a lot of discussion
and disrupt the status quo, for example baudrate
limitations or, as Bob seems hopeful for, regulatory
snafu’s regarding remote operations.

But what will happen after the big hump of 40-80 year old hams
passes on? To know what ham radio will be like in 20 years, we
need to know what the 10-30 age range is up to now. Here’s my
analysis from being a kid to now being a person who promotes
ham radio to kids:
Age 10-13
Very few kids are getting experience using ham radio to
communicate, through scouting and parenting (like the Lee
family.) This is also a target age range to learn basic
programming skills through game-like tools like
https://scratch.mit.edu/ and blinking lights with Arduinos, in
between watching YouTube, and playing Nintendo Switch and
mobile games.
Age 14-18
Scouting is the main common interest for hams this age. A
majority are getting experience making a contact with a ham
radio, but won’t go much further. We see a few superhams, like
Marty KC1CWF, Skyler KD0WHB, Chris KD8YVJ, and Bryant
KG5HVO starting to pop up out of the noise, already having
some incredibly noteworthy accomplishments.
This is the range where youth are finding themselves: their
likes, dislikes, capabilities, skills, talents, hormones, etc. If ham
radio was a part of this part of their life, it’ll likely be a part for
the rest of it too.

I think hackathons are, right now, the best opportunity to
identify and start solving the technical and even social problems
of ham radio.

Age 18-26
Most hams from this range have already been hams before,
coming into the hobby around age 12-15, and so they continue
their interests in their post-high school career, whether or not it
includes college.
College draws a few newcomers too, especially thanks to the
Collegiate Amateur Radio Initiative, and the individual
education and licensing initatives at collegiate ARCs like W0EEE.
I think we also get a lot of licensee’s in this age range from
drone hobbyists, wireless/IOT programmers, and networking
gurus who want to experiment with more range out of their
devices.

I’m helping plan such ham radio hackathon (hamathon?). Let
me know if you’re interested. I forsee a pre-Hamvention
hackathon/thinktank event much like Four Days in May and
Contest University, as well as standalone events accompanying
the larger ARRL conventions like Pacificon, Huntsville Hamfest,
Hamcation, and so on.
Does this mean Ham Radio is Dying?
No. Licensing is on the rise, contest log submittals are in
constant growth, the HF bands are dense with stations, and the
amount of hype behind AMSAT launches, ISS contacts, and High
Altitude Ballooning is massive.
But it is changing.
Over the next twenty years, I expect “traditional” ham radio to
stick around. these are things like contesting, homebrewing,
working satellites, chatting on repeaters, DXing, tropo, special
event operating emcomm/pub service, digital modes, and on
and on, anything you can see on
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amateur_radio. All the things you
know and love will still be around so long as you are alive and
kicking.

This was the majority of hams at YOTA. From my YOTA
experience, the most captivating events were the ISS operation,
SOTA excursion, and operating the OE2YOTA special event.
However, when prior to everyone getting a Raspberry Pi and a
Mikrotik router to link up to HamNet, many groups of hackerhams chugging through command line interfaces doing whoknows-what was seen throughout the rest of the week.
Overall, young people are growing up in the age of automation,
machine learning/AI, IOT, ubiquitous fast internet, cellphones,
and wifi, and extremely low-cost, high performance processing
and computing (Arduino, STM32, MSP430; RasPi, BeagleBone,
etc etc). Contrast that with Baby boomers and Generation X,
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who grew up in the age of a radio, TV, the maturation of
computers and the internet, and the beginnings of technology
miniaturization.

Chris Imlay, W3KD, said those transmitters used frequencies
intended for navigational aids, air traffic control radar, air route
surveillance radars, and global positioning systems.
In addition to paying a civil penalty, Lumenier, which has
admitted to marketing the noncompliant AV transmitters, will
enter into a Consent Decree with the FCC to settle the
enforcement proceeding and terminate the investigation.
The case stemmed from complaints received by the
Enforcement Bureau’s Spectrum Enforcement Division. “The
investigation revealed that some of the AV transmitters
marketed by Lumenier were capable of being operated outside
of the authorized Amateur Radio Service bands, including on
frequencies reserved in whole or in part for federal agencies,
but were not certified or otherwise compliant with the rules,”
the FCC said in its Order. “These AV transmitters are considered
intentional radiators and must comply with the Commission’s
Equipment Authorization and Marketing rules.
The FCC said that Lumenier ceased marketing the noncompliant
transmitters after receiving a Letter of Inquiry from the FCC last
April. The Consent Decree accompanying the FCC Order requires
Lumenier to admit that it violated equipment authorization and
marketing rules and establish a compliance plan to ensure that
the company complies with FCC rules in the future.

With that said, I don’t think ham radio is going away, but it will
become more remote, more transparent, more available, and
more technologically matured, but as always, like K0NR says,
ham radio is all about having fun messing around with radios.
And that will never change.
73 es gud 5.8GHz DX in 2037,
a Millennial
1.

Yes, D-STAR supports digital data, but a specific D-STAR
radio is required, and its maximum speed of 128kbps
at 1.2GHz is ridiculously slow. The alternative to data
rates that slow comes at a fraction of the cost, which
does comes at a fraction of the range for a
comparative setup, but that’s addressed by directional
antennas, or COTS high-power Wifi radios & dish
antennas.
2. Featured image background composted from
https://twitter.com/theindiealto
Edit1: better link for the Pineboard Project credit /u/pongo000
(28 Nov)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Millennials are Reinventing Ham Radio
Posted on November 30, 2017

FCC Penalizes Marketer of Ham-Band Drone Audio-Visual
Transmitters
12/19/2017

The latest blog post by Sterling Coffey (N0SSC), Millennials Are
Killing Ham Radio, dives into a topic we’ve brought up
continually here at FaradayRF. That topic is the future of
amateur radio. We’ve known Sterling for a long time and this
post comes as no surprise to us. He’s an ardent supporter of
FaradayRF and even gave an impromptu lightning talk about
our project at the 2017 TAPR/DCC.

The FCC has imposed a $180,000 civil penalty on a Sarasota,
Florida, company that had been marketing noncompliant audiovisual transmitters intended for use on drones in violation of
the Commission’s Amateur Service and marketing rules. In an
Order released on December 19, the FCC explained that
Lumenier Holdco LLC (formerly known as FPV Manuals LLC) was
advertising and marketing uncertified AV transmitters capable
of operating on both amateur and non-amateur frequencies,
including bands reserved for federal government use. Some of
the transmitters also exceeded the 1-W power limit for
Amateur Radio transmitters used on model craft, the FCC said.
“Moreover, entities that rely on amateur frequencies in
operating compliant AV transmitters must have an amateur
license and otherwise comply with all applicable laws for such
operation,” the FCC said in the Order. The FCC said that while it
generally has not required amateur equipment to be certified if
it operates solely on Amateur Radio frequencies, certification is
required if a device can operate outside of the ham bands.
Last January, in what it called an “extremely urgent complaint”
to the FCC, ARRL targeted the interference potential of a series
of audio/video transmitters used on unmanned aircraft and
marketed as Amateur Radio equipment. ARRL General Counsel

Being a millennial myself, I barely remember not having a
computer in the house and when we did have a computer there
was at least dial-up Internet to go with it. By the time I was in
high school most of us had cell phones and in 2007 when I
graduated high school the iPhone changed the world. To put it
bluntly, mainstream ham radio has always been behind the
curve of mainstream technology for as long as I can remember.
Rather than being deterred, people such as Sterling, my brother
Brent, and myself have taken on the optimistic view that we can
reinvent amateur radio.
Here’s how…
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Readers of our blog as well as the massively popular Hackaday
blog will note that open source electronic design software such
as KiCad and manufacturers such as Oshpark give millennials a
leg up versus prior generations. For less than $20 and two
weeks of time one can order a four-layer circuit board that has
good performance through 1GHz. This is insane compared to
just 20 years ago!
The tools available to millennials allows them to experiment
and iterate at speeds unseen before in amateur radio. This
allowed projects such as FaradayRF and HackRF to quickly
iterate hardware with minimal investment. Additionally, SMT
components are the standard for most hobbyists these days.
While 0402 components may be annoying, some of us are hand
soldering 0201 components (dust) and 0603 or larger are a
breeze. Hardware is getting much cheaper. Hardware is
practical.

Millennial ham radio operators (These may or may not be
licensed radio amateurs)
Millennials are Savvy
Growing up with computers and the Internet makes us a bit
naive about technology. If we think it can be done then we can
probably figure out how do it. This is a great trait because no
one can tell us it’s not possible. Just because it wasn’t possible
before doesn’t meant I can’t do it now. We didn’t grow up
designing computers from scratch. We grew up piecing graphics
cards, hard drives, and motherboards together while figuring
out how to boot Linux (all before Ubuntu!). That’s made us
savvy with technology. Some of us can design computers, but a
heck of a lot more can cobble them together and apply them to
something interesting. That’s progress.

Millennials are not Patient
A blessing and curse of growing up as a millennial is that we’re
not very patient. We went from dial-up Internet to broadband
cable in a decade as kids. We went from no-frill cell-phones to
having a smartphone that provided high speed Internet in our
pockets in half a decade. Finally, we’ve seen smartphones
nearly replace the need for desktop/laptop computers in
another half a decade after that. Technology moves fast, and
we expect that. Ham radio isn’t an exception to these forces. I’d
call this progress and we need to keep up.

Millennials are Efficient
Building upon our savviness, I’d argue that millennials are
efficient too. In fact, today’s fast-paced world means few have
interest in becoming licensed to slow down and ragchew over
HF. Love it or hate it that’s a strong trait I’ve observed. It’s
trivial to contact almost anyone anywhere in the world if there
is an Internet connection. It’s a hard sell to put ham radio in any
other context beyond emergencies, contesting, and being
something like sailing.

It’s our Time
The attitudes, savviness, and naive view of what couldn’t be
done in the past can provide the driving force in ham radio. It
could also drive its disappearance into irrelevance. Millennials
are now in their 20’s and 30’s. Among us are the Steve and
Woz’s of our generation building Apple or the Bill Gates starting
Microsoft. Among us are the people ready to take what we’ve
learned growing up and see the opportunity to build a better
version of tomorrow. Millennials are poised to define a new
paradigm for the hobby. I say we should welcome it.

Using the resources available to us we can iterate quickly
without reinventing the wheel. Building projects starts at proof
of concept which involves wiring premade circuit boards
together and applying some software glue. We know that
building upon others work is faster. We grew up with open
source and that’s changed our perception of what a project is.
It’s efficient to take what works now and build something
better. Some will enjoy building 40 meter CW transmitters but
many more will find value in much more relevant technology
applied to amateur radio. There are likely more millennials
interested in working at the application layer than at the
transistor layer of a radio.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------CQ White Paper on ARRL Secrecy and Censure

The ARRL's recent actions regarding board elections, the code
of conduct for board members and the public censure of a
sitting director have prompted concern and editorial comment
by CQ in the December 2017 and upcoming January 2018
issues. The following White Paper provides excerpts from both.

Millennials are a Step Ahead
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election, apparently based on actions taken after the ballots
were already in the mail. Rather than cancelling the election
and putting out a new call for nominations, however, the
League simply declared that the director's opponent – a former
director who had been defeated two years earlier for reelection – had been elected, although it was never clear just
who elected him. Members in that division were never
informed that their incumbent director had been disqualified,
or why. It is noteworthy that this director was a strong
proponent of greater openness in League decision-making; and
the actions taken to keep him from seeking re-election were
taken in secret.

A CQ White Paper:
What is the ARRL So Afraid Of?
A string of recent actions by the ARRL board of directors has
aroused concern among many members, as well as others in the
amateur radio community, about its apparent desire to
implement top-down control from Newington, to keep its
deliberations secret and to stifle dissent, even among board
members. We share those concerns.

This past January, the ARRL board codified that secrecy when it
adopted a new "Policy on Board Governance and Conduct of
Members…" This new policy required that directors and vice
directors publicly support all actions taken by the board – even
if they opposed those actions prior to their adoption – and
prohibited them from disclosing any individual director's vote
on a matter – even their own vote – without express board
permission.

CQ has commented on this subject editorially in the past, and
new actions have prompted us to comment again in both our
December and January issues. While our December editorial is
already online in our digital edition, the January editorial will
not go online until January 1. Since the board's recent censure of
one of its members for criticizing the board policy against
criticizing its policies is currently being widely discussed in the
amateur community, we felt that we needed to participate fully
in that conversation now, not a month from now.

Next, this summer, the Elections and Ethics Committee was at it
again, this time disqualifying a sitting vice director from running
for director and again not telling the division's membership.
Rather, there was only a cryptic statement in a news release
that the incumbent director had "qualified for re-election." We
have learned that the vice director was disqualified for allegedly
failing to disclose a conflict of interest, but that when he asked
for specifics about that supposed conflict, his requests were
ignored. In addition, he requested a hearing by the full board on
the disqualification – as he is allowed to do under the ARRL bylaws – but his request was denied. To the best of our
knowledge, he has not yet been told what the alleged conflict
was that prompted his disqualification.

The following are excerpts from CQ's December 2017 and
January 2018 "Zero Bias" editorials. The December issue closed
prior to the board's censure action in mid-November. We begin
with an excerpt from December's "Zero Bias":
ARRL: Circling the Wagons
Just what is the ARRL is afraid of? The League's top leadership
appears to be continuing and expanding its efforts to centralize
decision-making in Newington and to closely control the flow of
information about the organization and its activities. In doing
so, it is changing the nature of the organization and depriving
members in certain divisions the opportunity to choose their
representatives.

Finally, as Hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria ravaged various
parts of the Caribbean and US coasts, local ARRL Public
Information Officers were essentially told not to talk with the
media about ham radio activities but rather to direct all media
inquiries to ARRL Headquarters (which, at the time, was without
a media relations manager). In addition, headquarters shut
down the League's public relations reflector, which had been a
very useful tool for PIOs to compare notes and for Newington
to provide guidance in their dealings with the media.

Historically, ARRL leadership volunteers around the country
have been given a significant amount of autonomy in how they
carry out their roles and in the relationships they build with
local and regional leaders of served agencies. The staff in
Newington served primarily as a resource, offering assistance as
needed and guidance as requested. This made a lot of sense, as
needs varied in different areas and a "one-size-fits-all"
approach would not be effective.

The impression one gets here is of an organization that
perceives itself to be under siege and is circling the wagons to
more effectively defend itself. But from whom? Who is the
enemy? Its members? Its leadership volunteers who have
devoted thousands of hours of personal time and more to
carrying out their assigned roles? Its own elected officials who
might not agree with actions taken by the majority of their

Over the last year-and-half, though, that model of decentralized
decision-making has been changing, as the League's new
leadership has worked consistently to consolidate power and
stifle dissent ... (Last year,) the League board's Elections and
Ethics Committee disqualified a sitting director from seeking re-
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colleagues? People seeking elected office who might disagree
with the top leaders?

The board said that Norton, by allegedly stating his opposition
to the new policy, was "criticizing publicly the collective action
of the Board of Directors adopting said Code of Conduct and
drawing the Board's collective decision making into disrepute."
The board resolution continued to say that Norton's criticism of
this policy had "caused harm to the League" and constituted
"unacceptable behavior as an ARRL Board member."

Just who is the enemy and what are the folks in Newington and
on the board's executive committee so afraid of? And why all
the secrecy? These are questions that League members need to
ask themselves and their elected representatives; and they
need to make sure they are not denied the right to vote for who
those elected representatives will be. It's happened twice in the
past year and a half; it's likely to happen again. How long will
the members allow it to continue?

Bull.
This action by the League board - not any statements by an
individual member - is what is causing "harm to the League"
and "drawing the Board's collective decision making into
disrepute." This is America, folks. Our nation is built on
traditions of free speech and the freedom to dissent, to publicly
criticize the government and to speak truth to power.

On November 14, the ARRL board voted, in a special meeting by
teleconference, to censure Southwestern Division Director Dick
Norton, N6AA, for allegedly publicly criticizing the board's policy
that prohibits directors from criticizing board policy. The
following is an excerpt from CQ's January "Zero Bias" editorial,
addressing that decision and its impact.

Imagine if votes in Congress were secret and members could be
censured for speaking out in opposition to a bill once it had
been passed and signed into law. This is the equivalent on a
smaller scale.

Criticized for (Allegedly) Criticizing a Ban on Criticizing…
It's beginning to look like we're living in a ham radio version of a
third-world dictatorship, at least as far as our national
association is concerned. Last March, we took the ARRL to task
for adopting a new code of conduct for board members. Among
other things, it prohibited directors and vice-directors from
publicly criticizing board actions and/or from disclosing
individual votes on specific matters - even their own votes! unless the board has specifically voted to make the votes public
(got that?). At that time, we criticized this move toward
institutionalized secrecy, noting that secrecy breeds suspicion
and that, in a membership organization, the dues-paying
members have a right to know what their elected
representatives are doing on their behalf and with their money.

No, the ARRL is not a government body, so the free speech and
dissent protections of the Bill of Rights do not strictly apply. But
it is, in theory at least, a democratic organization governed by
the members' elected representatives. The members have an
absolute right to know how their representatives are voting on
matters that come before them. How else would you know
whether your representative is voting in your best interest and
whether you should vote to re-elect that person when his/her
term is up?
(Interestingly, it has been pointed out to us that a majority of
the current League board members have not actually been
elected, but rather have been either appointed to fill a vacancy
or put into/kept in office by virtue of potential opponents being
disqualified from running, sometimes on very questionable
grounds and, again, shrouded in secrecy.)

We later got an editorial "slap on the wrist" in QST for
wondering just what goes on in League board meetings that
requires such secrecy, noting that the ARRL is essentially a big
ham radio club, not the National Security Council.

We will say this again, at risk of being censured ourselves: The
ARRL is not the National Security Council. None of the matters
that come before the League board are so sensitive that they
require absolute secrecy. Prohibiting dissent, and prohibiting
elected representatives from discussing their views and their
votes with their constituents is un-American. Elected
representatives should, in nearly all cases, be elected rather
than appointed ... Excessive secrecy and punishment for dissent
are undemocratic and un-American; they should not be
tolerated by the members of an organization that operates in
that manner.

Now, it seems that longtime Southwestern Division Director
Dick Norton, N6AA - who voted against the adoption of this
code of conduct last January - has been formally censured by
the League board for allegedly criticizing the code and its
mandate of secrecy "at a public Amateur Radio gathering," an
action reportedly taken in response to a complaint by an
unidentified League member. (Other members attending the
same public gathering reported that this never happened and
that, in fact, Norton said he supported the League's policy.) The
vote, taken in a special telephone session on November 14, was
11-to-3, with one abstention. (The full report of the meeting,
including individual votes, is at <http://bit.ly/2jOJ3Zu>.)

Click here to view the complete text of our December editorial
which is also, of course, in the December issue of CQ. The full
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text of the January editorial will be posted at the beginning of
January and published in the January issue of CQ.

appointment will begin on 1st January 2018, and will continue
through 30th June 2018.
Kvochick was appointed by ARRL Radiosport Manager Norm
Fusaro, W3IZ, in consultation with ARRL Great Lakes Division
Director Dale Williams, WA8EFK, and outgoing Michigan Section
Manager Larry Camp, WB8R. Camp, who has served as SM since
2012, intends to step down from the volunteer position on
December 31, when his term of office concludes.
An ARRL Life Member, Kvochick was licensed in 1968. He has
been active in many facets of Amateur Radio, including public
service, experimenting, and equipment restoration. He
currently serves as an Assistant Emergency Coordinator and a
Volunteer Examiner. He is president, newsletter editor, and
technical director for the Livingston Amateur Radio Klub.
Kvochick’s appointment will bridge the gap until a Section
Manager is elected in Michigan. According to the Rules and
Regulations of the Field Organization, when a Section Manager
vacancy occurs between elections, the position is filled by
appointment.
The Michigan appointment was necessary because no
candidate was nominated to succeed Camp by the time the
deadline for Section Manager nominations arrived in
September.

CQ Amateur Radio, 17 West John Street, Hicksville, NY 11801
www.cq-amateur-radio.com
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kerala: Ham radio helps save two fishermen at sea

Subramanian N. Shastry
Report from India: Ham Radio Aids Rescue of Two Fishermen
According to a December 6 report in the Deccan Chronicle
newspaper in India, members of the Ham Radio and Emergency
Communication Society in Idukki assisted in the rescue of two
fishermen, identified only as Maniyan and Anil from Veli. They
had been stranded in the Indian Ocean for 2 days as a result of
Cyclone Ockhi, when a small boat with a VHF radio, in touch
with the group’s wide-range Calvary Mount repeater (VU2HEN),
sailed into the area.
“We relayed the latitude and longitude to rescue vessels, which
reached out to the duo,” said T. R. Manoj, VU2DTH, the
Society’s secretary. The Quilon Amateur Radio League
(VU2QAR) was said to already be active in helping in
communication. Manoj said the hams also were able to
communicate with a few lost boats that had managed to find
safe harbor during the high seas generated by the cyclone.
Cyclone Ockhi, which struck in early December, was reported to
have been the strongest storm of the 2017 North Indian Ocean
cyclone season.
http://www.deccanchronicle.com/…/kerala-ham-radio-helpssav…
(ARRL)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------Ofcom Releases UK Amateur Radio License Stats
11/29/2017
Statistics released by UK telecommunications regulator Ofcom
indicate that the Amateur Radio population in the UK has grown
by approximately 10% over the past 5 years. As of the end of
August 2017, there were 52,195 Full licensees, 9,739
Intermediate licensees, and 22,649 Foundation licensees.
Figures recently released in response to a Freedom of
Information request from Peter Bowyer, G4MJS, covered the
period from June 2010 and August 2017.
The statistics also show 803 Reciprocal licensees in June 2016.
Overseas visitors do not need a Reciprocal license, if they are
visiting the UK for up to 3 months from CEPT T/R 61-01
signatory countries such as the US, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, or CEPT signatories in Europe. Ofcom previously issued
Reciprocal license holders with call signs that were
indistinguishable from Full license call signs; Ofcom now uses
the term “Full (Temporary Reciprocal) Licence.”

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Michigan Section Manager Appointment Begins on 1st January
2018

In response to a Freedom of Information request for a list of
available (unassigned) Amateur Radio call signs from Derek
Flewin, 2W0FLW, Ofcom responded, “We no longer hold a list
of available Amateur Radio call signs, as we now use a system
that randomly allocates call signs upon request.”

Jim Kvochick, K8JK, of Brighton, Michigan, has been appointed
as Michigan Section Manager for the first half of next year. His
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Pittsburgh stations KQV and KDKA both have claimed the
distinction of being the first to commence regular broadcasting.
Dickey cited declining ad revenues and audience and increasing
costs at KQV, which has been on the market.

Funnies
New Gear
NanoSpot –
Multi-Mode Digital Hot Spot, Designed for Pi-Star / MMDVM
Open Source Firmware Compatibility.

History
NANO-SPOT is a completely self-contained digital hotspot
supporting DMR, Dstar, P25 and System Fusion
communications.
Fully assembled and tested in a ruggedized extruded aluminum
enclosure. All that's required for operation is a power source
and a WiFi based internet connection.

One of Oldest US Radio Stations to Go Dark
12/18/2017
One of the few US broadcast stations east of the Mississippi
that sport K-prefix call letters — KQV in Pittsburgh — will go
silent as the new year arrives on January 1 after nearly 1
century on the air.
“It’s a sad day for broadcasting and for the news business,” KQV
Station Manager Bob Dickey Jr, told the Pittsburgh Tribune
Review. The family-owned news-talk station operates on 1410
kHz with 5,000 W into a five-tower array that provides separate
day and night patterns.
Unofficial accounts indicate that KQV started out as “special
amateur station” 8ZAE, to be used by the Doubleday-Hill
Electric Company primarily for two-way communication with
another station in Washington, DC. (Doubleday-Hill also sold
radios.) In October 1921, the Federal Radio Commission issued
the station a “limited commercial license,” randomly assigning
the KQV call letters. The practice of issuing K-prefix call letters
to western and W-prefix call letters to eastern stations
predated commercial radio broadcasting.

Nano-Spot User Manual Available Here: http://micronode.com/nano-spot_user.pdf
Pi-Star Digital Voice Software pre-loaded and easily upgraded
via software.
Product Features:
• Supports PI-STAR's web based digital voice dashboard and
configuration tool
• Supports all four digital amateur modes DMR, D-Star, P25
and System Fusion
• Built-in WiFi: 802.11b/g/n and Bluetooth 4.0
• Built-in OLED system status display indicating Mode, Talk
Group and Call Sign
• Built-in LED indicators for status of Power, PTT, COS and
Mode
• USB Accessory port for optional external Nextion display
• USB Console port for hardware root level access to the
operating system
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Easy operation
Just select the destination repeater in "To" and a nearby
repeater in "From", and you are ready to call other D-STAR
stations. Minimum action required with the simple user
interface and DR (D-STAR Repeater) function.

Quad Core A7 1.2GHz Processor, 512mb DDR3 RAM and
8gb eMMC Flash
Durable extruded aluminum enclosure (L 86mm x W 57mm
x H 26mm )

Package Includes:
• Fully assembled and tested Nano-Spot
• UHF and Wifi antennas
• USB hardware console port cable
• USB Power cable
• 100-240VAC wall wart power supply
• Quick start guide
• One year warranty

Worldwide digital communication wherever you are
Terminal and Access Point modes enhance the access to DStar's worldwide network. Communicate long-distance
regardless of your location or repeater location.
Share pictures and text messages
Pictures and text messages on an Android™ device can be
transmitted over D-STAR network using the RS-MS1A
application. Data can be sent quicker in the DV Fast Data mode.

$269.00

IP1X waterproof, compact, lightweight and tough
With Icom's pioneering IPX7 waterproofing and pro-grade
construction, the ID-31A PLUS is perfect for your shack or
playing in harsh outdoor environments.

www.micro-node.com
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DV/FM repeater search function
The DV/FM near repeater search function assists you in
accessing nearby repeaters, even in areas you are visiting for
the first time. This function searches for nearby repeaters using
the repeater memories with GPS position information.

Icom ID-31A Plus UHF D-Star Transceiver

Integrated GPS Receiver
Shows your current location and altitude on the display, and
offers location reporting and automatic reply functions in the
DV mode. GPS log can be saved in a microSD card.
Other features:
• Internet-enabled Terminal Mode and Access Point
mode compatible (Full compatibility with the RS-MS1A
when used with the OPC-2350LU)
• A total of 1302 memory channels, including 750 DSTAR repeater memories/30 groups
• Increased GPS memory (200 entries) / QZSS
compatible integrated GPS receiver DR mode
enhancement (nearest repeater selection, analog
repeater, reflector etc.)
• D-PRS function enhancement (added symbols etc.)
• CI-V command enhancement
• Voice Recorder function – Transmit and repeat voice
memory (60 sec. × 1 memory.)
• 200 GPS memory channels (including altitude data)
• CI-V commands added, such as the GPS TX mode, DV
data TX and GPS ON/OFF settings
• GPS transmitting mode and low-speed data
communication can be used at the same time (DV
mode)

$299.95
Icom ID-31A Plus 5W UHF D-Star Transceiver
The familiar ID-31A is back with the enhancements introduced
with the ID-51A PLUS 2, for the ham who wants to get into DSTAR without breaking the bank!
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Transmitter

GPS data output
Call sign, repeater list and GPS memory import and
export in the CSV format
Skip settings for scanning
Direct transmission of DTMF code
5 W maximum output power and five selectable
transmit power levels
Speech function announces frequency, mode and call
sign
Compact UHF antenna supplied

DV

Modulation system FM, FMFM reactance modulation
N

USA

TX: 430.000–450.000 MHz*1
RX: 400.000–479.000 MHz*1

Type of emission

F2D, F3E, F7W

Number of memory channels

1302 channels
(including 500 regular
channels,
750 D-STAR repeater,
50 program scan edges and 2
call)

Operating temperature range

-20°C to + 60°C; -4°F to + 140°F

Frequency stability

±2.5 ppm
(-20°C to + 60°C on the basis of
25°C)

Antenna impedance

50 Ω (SMA)

Power supply requirements

7.4 V DC (with BP-271/BP-272),
5.5 V DC (with BP-273)
10.0–16.0 V DC (External DC
power)

5 W, 2.5 W, 1 W, 0.5 W, 0.1 W
(High, Mid, Low2, Low1, S-low)

Spurious emissions

Less than -60 dBc (High, Mid),
Less than -13 dBm (Low2,
Low1, S-low)
±5.0 kHz (FM), ±2.5 kHz (FM-N)

Intermediate frequency

Sensitivity

46.35 MHz (1st), 450 kHz
(2nd)

DV

Less than -11 dBμ (at BER 1%)

FM, FM-N

Less than -15 dBμ (at 12 dB
SINAD)

Squelch sensitivity

Less than -15 dBμ (Threshold)

Selectivity

More than 55 dB (FM),
More than 50 dB (DV, FM-N)

Spurious rejection

More than 60 dB

Audio output
power

Internal SP

More than 400 mW
(16 Ω load at 10% distortion)

External SP

More than 200 mW
(8 Ω load at 10% distortion)

Includes
• Icom ID-31A Plus UHF Transceiver
• Antenna
• Battery Charger
• BP-271 Rechargeable Li-ion battery pack
• MB-127 Belt Clip
• Hand Strap

TX High Less than 2.5 A

Current drain

Output power
(at 7.4 V DC)

Max. frequency deviation
Receiver

General
Frequency coverage

GMSK reactance modulation

Internal SP (16 Ω):
Less than 450 mA (DV),
Less than 350 mA (FM, FM-N)

DIY

RX
External SP (8 Ω):
Less than 300 mA (DV),
Less than 200 mA (FM, FM-N)

Dimensions
(W×H×D projections not
included)

58×95×25.4 mm;
2.3×3.7×1 in

They say it CAN’T be done?
They never met a Ham Operator!

Weight (approximately)

220 g; 7.8 oz
(including BP-271 and
antenna)

I Love my TYT MD9600 mobile DMR radio, but not the bright
white display, in the car at night.
Its blinding while driving!

Guaranteed range: *1 440.000–450.000 MHz, *2 430.000–
440.000 MHz.

After looking in all the menus there is no way to dim the display,
or something worse, flashing on and off with QSO’s going on.
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My solution:
I found these items at Hobbie Lobbie

Perfect
And yes I did cut the other colors to Red, Green, Blue, Yellow

It can be done!
------------------------------------------------------------------uBITX
The QRP HF General Coverage Transceiver you can build
http://www.hfsignals.com/index.php/ubitx/?utm_source=amateu
r-radioweekly&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter

Clear-lay Film (in colors)
And
Mini Tabs (restickable)
Cutting the green plastic film to 7cm x 3cm
And trimming a tab down to ¼ the size of one tab
Here is the result…
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Receiver :
• Sensitivity: a 0.2uv signal is clearly audible
• Selectivity: 2.4 KHz, low ripple SSB filter with 8
crystals
• RIT (Receiver Incremental Tuning)
• Continuous coverage from 500 KHz to 30 MHz
• Sideband selection
• Detent-less encoder tuning. Tunes with larger step rates
when tuned quickly
Transmitter
• More than 10 watts up to 10 MHz, 7 watts up to 21
MHz, 2 watts on 28 MHz
• CW transmit with the built-in keyer
• Uses IRF510s x 2 as PA and 2N3904 x 4 drivers in
push-pull mode for low distortion transmission.
Raduino Features
The Raduino is a small board with an Si5351 clock generator, an
Arduino Nano and a 16×2 LCD display. It plugs into the main
radio board. The software that controls the radio is written in
Arduino’s C langauge.
The feature set of the µBITX is controlled by the Raduino’s
Open Source software. Open Source allows you to further
enhance the software if you choose to do so. The menus are
accessible by pushing the button on the tuning encoder. You can
add more features by modifying the Open Source code available
at https://github.com/afarhan/ubitx
• Dual VFOs
• RIT
• Manual override of LSB/USB selection
• CW Keyer Speed and tone selection
Can I build it?
Boxing it. You can pack the µBITX in anything from a cookie
box to custom-made 19 inch rack. A metal box is highly
recommended. We have used it every way including the
bareboard on the bench.
Some soldering is required. The kit is easily put-together. You
have to mount the board inside an enclosure of your choice,
screw in the connectors and solder the wired connectors to the
sockets and controls. That’s all. All SMD’s and other
components are pre-soldered on the PCB at the factory.
Take a few hours to wire it up. Preparing the enclosure will
take most of your time. You will need basic kit-building tools
like soldering iron, a VOM. etc. Set aside a few hours to wire it
all up and enjoy the experience.
Support is here. Being an Open Source project, support is
provided through a very active builders’ community at
http://groups.io/g/bitx20. The collective wisdom of thousands of
builders is at your disposal. Ashhar Farhan, the designer of
µBITX is very active on the group.
What’s included
1. A fully test and tuned µBITX HF transceiver board (6″
by 5-1/2″).
2. The Raduino board with display with µBITX firmware
installed.

($109 USD)
The µBITX is a general coverage HF SSB/CW transceiver kit
with features you NEED for operating ease, convenience and
versatility. It works from 3 MHz to 30 MHz, with up to 10 watts
on SSB and CW with a very sensitive receiver. It features digital
tuning, dual VFOs, RIT, CW Keyer and more. The µBITX is a
general coverage HF SSB/CW transceiver kit with features you
demand for operating ease, convenience and versatility. It
features digital tuning, dual VFOs, RIT, CW Keyer and more.
Operating
It is a joy to operate. Press the tuning control to access all the
features. Dual VFOs, RIT, CW speed, sideband selection. etc.
are all accessible from a single menu. The transceiver
automatically selects the proper sideband for you (you can
override it, too).
Technical Specifications
The µBITX is an understandable radio and, hence, can also be a
learning experience. The complexity is kept to a minimum so
you can always repair and make changes if you so desire.
The µBITX has a carefully thought-out operator interface. The
tuning knob features many menu options available with a
simple push on the tuning knob. From RIT, to dual VFOs, to the
keyer, and many other features are all accessible from the tuning
knob by simply pushing on it. There are intelligent defaults
everywhere (these are easily overridden). Example : below 10
MHz, it auto-selects LSB and vice versa. To operate CW, you
just press the morse key.
Architecture The µBITX uses upconversion to the first IF of 45
MHz. This eliminates the need for a large number of band pass
filters, keeping the design simple and virtually image free. The
roofing filter at 45 MHz is 15 KHz wide. The signal is then
down-converted to 12 MHz where a low ripple SSB filter with 8
crystals is used to provide a sparkling audio.
The transmitter has push-pull PA using two IRF510s for a clean
output. The low cost IRF510s are simple and inexpensive to
replace should the need ever arise.
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3.

Detent-free tuning encoder with push button for menu
access
4. 3 audio sockets for the mic, earphones, and keyer
5. A high quality BNC Antenna connector
6. Power supply connector and jack
7. 8 brass standoffs with nuts and bolts for mounting the
board(s).
8. Reverse protection diode, some resistors for CW keyer.
9. Electret mic and a miniature push button for PushtoTalk
10. Volume control with on/off switch
You will have to supply your own enclosure, power supply,
microphone case, speaker to complete the radio.
------------------------------------------------------------------------China Spot , Hotspot
DMR, Fusion, Dstar, P25 Hotspot
Here is the link for the China Spot. They changed the listing to
where they are listing the shell and antenna or antenna only but
with the gift of the MMDVM mini hotspot which is the Zumspot
clone.
This is the same company everyone was getting them from.
I assume there is some legal issue that they changed the listing
like that.
https://www.aliexpress.com/item/UHF-VHF-antenna-blackaluminum-shell-for-MMDVM-hotspot-Support-P25-DMR-YSFfor-raspberry-pi

------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Something much lighter for backpacking? How about using a 20
inch long 2 elements on 145 MHz and a 3 elements on 435
MHz. For the 'Arrow' Enthusiasts, this smaller 2 elements on 1
45 MHz and 3 elements on 435 MHz
will actually out perform the standard 'Arrow'.
More on that in a bit.

Cheap Antennas for the AMSAT LEO's
Kent Britain -- WA5VJB
http://www.wa5vjb.com/references/Cheap%20AntennasLEOs.pdf

One popular commercial antenna mounts the elements 90
degrees to each other. This is a mechanical, not really an
electrical, decision. On this antenna the elements can be
mounted cross ways, but mounting them flat makes the
antenna much easier to lay down in the back of the truck or
store in the garage.
Construction:
For the boom 5/8 x 5/8" or ¾ x ¾" wood works well. If you plan
to mount the antenna outside for a long term, a coat of spar
varnish, spray enamel, or some of that water proofing stuff you
use on wood decks will add years to the life of the antenna.
For the elements I used 1/8" material. The 435 MHz reflector a
nd directors were from a roll of Radio Shack Aluminum Ground
Rod wire. RS Stock number 15-035. 40 feet will run you about 5
bucks and make a lot of antenna elements. But #10 bare Copper
wire, Bronze Welding Rod, and Hobby tubing have all been
used. If you want to use 3/16" diameter elements, cut them 0.2
inches shorter than the dimensions in the tables to compensate
for the thicker material.
The 2 Meter elements were all made from Bronze or Brass
welding rod. I like to use something I can solder the coax to and
the Welding Rod solders well.

Drew, KO4MA, using the Cheap LEO antenna during a Dayton
AMSAT LEO Demonstration
Hand held dual band antennas are popular for QSO's through
many
of the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites. This article covers
several 145 MHz antennas, a larger number of 435 MHz
antennas, and how to combine them into one antenna.
Got a STRONG arm or plan to use it with a Tripod, then by all m
eans the 4 Element 145 MHz and the 8 element 435 MHz can be
used together. Or there is the 2 element 145 and 5 element 435
MHz used in the AMSAT demonstrations. It's is only 32 inches
long.

The Welding Rod is only 36" long. A section of 1/8” i.d. Coppe
r or Brass hobby tubing makes a good splice. Just slip it on and
solder them together. Save some of that hobby tubing. If you
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have a habit of "I trimmed the antenna twice, and it's still too
short!", then you can solder a piece on the end of the
driven element and start over.
I usually hold the elements in place on the boom with a drop of
super glue. But Silicon glue and even paint have been used.

Remember, we are not trying to filter off harmonics, just make
the 2 Meter energy go to the 2 Meter antenna, and the 435
MHz signals go to the 435 MHz antenna.
Parts list:
Antenna
Version
435 MHz High
Pass
145 MHz Low
Pass

Capacitors

Coils

Wire & Turns

2 x 4.7 pF
Caps
1 x 10 pF
Cap

1 Coil

1-1/2 turns #18 or #20
wire on a Pencil
3 turns #18 or #20 wire
on a Pencil

2
Coils

You're too late, I have already been asked if it needs to be a
#2 or a #3 pencil. For the record I wound my coils on a Red
grading pencil. For those of you with a more mature sense
of humor, just about all wood pencils make a 0.3" coil form.
We are frequency spitting the signals, not power dividing, so t
he length of the coax between the splitter and the antenna is
not critical. You want to keep the coax as short a practical, but
its exact length is not important. Got a box of 4.7 pF's? You can
use 2 of them instead of the 10 pF. Be sure to keep those leads
very short. I used Teflon coax on my splitter, it solders so much
easier than foam RG-58, but you're free to build it in a box and
use connectors if you like, but it's not really necessary.
Power Handling
Power handling of this band splitter depends almost entirely on
your caps. With 50 volt caps, 20 watts is about your limit. Dig up
some 1 kV caps, and the coax will probably melt first as you
warm up that 4CX250.
One of my first prototypes tried to use the last 2 Meter direct
or as the 435 MHz reflector. An interesting idea to save weight
and make the antenna shorter, but performance suffered too
much. So all versions now have a reflector on the 435 MHz
portion. The last 145 MHz director and the 435 MHz reflector
will interact. If you plan to mount them in the same plane, what
I find easiest, space them 3 inches apart.

Splitter:
The band splitter is just a 250 MHz High Pass Filter and a 250
MHz Low Pass Filter connected together. This doesn't have to
be very complex, or even very accurate. As long as the filters
cut off somewhere between 200 and 400 MHz, they will work
fine. So if the coils get squished, just bend them kind of back in
shape, and go for it. This one is built cheap, just out in the air on
a piece of PC Board. You can build the splitter into a box if you
like, with connectors and all, but it's not going to change their
performance. And this Band Splitter even makes a good project
if you want to use two other 145/435 MHz antennas.
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Tuning it up:
For the ultimate in performance connect a coax to just the 2 Me
ter portion and trim the free end of the J for best SWR for your
favorite LEO uplink frequency. Then connect the coax to just the
435 MHz portion and again trim the free end of the element for
best SWR. Now install the band splitter and this time tweak the
coil spacing for best SWR at your spot frequencies.
You have now gotten the last 0.1 dB out of the antenna.
For everyone else, just build the antenna to the dimensions and
the SWR will be under 2 to 1 on both frequencies. Just build it
and talk. The design is pretty Idiot Resistant.
This antenna can be built in 30 combinations of elements and
polarization's. One should fit your need. The 2 elements on 145
and 5 elements on 435 MHz version has done great in the field
tests.

These J driven elements usually bring several comments from
people new to "Cheap Yagi's". The shield of the coax goes near
the center of the top of the element. This is a voltage null and
directly soldering the coax to the driven element has a lot of
advantages.
The tip of the coax goes to the tip of the J. So you can think of
this driven element as 3/4ths of a folded dipole or a gamamatch with no capacitor. In free space, the J driven element has
about a 150 Ohm impedance. As other elements are added,
they load down the impedance of the driven element. If the
antenna has relatively wide element spacing, then a direct
match to 75 Ohms is possible. Bring in the reflector and
directors a little closer, then you have a direct match to 50
Ohms. So the impedance matching is the length and spacing of
the other elements. Just build the antenna to the dimensions,
solder on the coax, and start talking. No tuning required

Now you can have fun with the LEO's for less than $10.
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elements were used for Arrow, but mechanically the elements
were made electrically part of boom. It appears no Boom
Correction Factor was used.
I have been sent an Arrow to play with on the antenna range, so
stand by for another article.
It looks like we can squeeze several dB more gain out of the
basic Arrow. At the Central States VHF Society Antenna range
we measured 7.0 dBd gain out of the 435 MHz section of the
Arrow.
Several simple mods increased gain 0.3 dB, but I know there are
more dB's hiding in there.
For even longer versions of AMSAT Cheap Yagi's visit
http://wa5vjb.com/references.html

Ref is the Reflector, DE is the Driven Element, and all spacings
are measured from the Reflector element.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

My first question was why the 'Arrow' has performed so poorly i
n the AMSAT demos. Arrows have been on the antenna range
at several conferences showing 435 MHz gains as low a 4 dBi. I
would like to thank SAM, G4DDK for sending me the detailed
dimensions of his Arrow antenna. I built a NEC model of the 435
MHz portion, and the model showed the forward gain peak to
be near 457 MHz, not 435 MHz.

Reducing SD Card Writes With Raspbian
A common concern of those running applications on a
Raspberry Pi is SD Card exhaustion. It seems that after some
amount of write activity, some SD cards fail to record further
data. I first noticed this on an APRS system when system
updates disappeared upon reboot.
The systemd journal is a useful tool that has largely replaced
the syslog in modern Linux systems. It can also be redirected
from the SD card to volatile memory. Note that by changing
this you will reduce the number of SD card writes but your
journal will not survive reboots.
The key to changing the storage location of the journal is found
in /etc/systemd/journald.conf. Look for this line:
[Journal]
#Storage=auto
Uncomment the line by removing the #. Change auto to
volatile:

When you change the diameter of an element, you also have to
change the length of that element to
compensate for the new diameter. Two common ways to
mount elements are to make the antenna element part of the
boom, or using insulators, electrically isolate the element from
the boom. When you make the element part of the boom, you
radically change the diameter of the element in that area.
Now the length of the element must be changed to allow for
this new diameter. This is called the "Boom Correction Factor". I
try to avoid correction factors best I can by using thin wood
booms with my Cheap Yagi's. I don't know the history of the
development of the Arrow antenna, but the model suggests
that the dimensions for a 435 MHz Yagi using insulated

[Journal]
Storage=volatile
Restart the systemd journal and your journal data will be
written to /run/log, which is memory resident.
sudo systemctl restart systemdjournald.service
Only use good quality SD cards such, such as the SanDisk Ultra
Class 10 memory cards.
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02/24/2018 |
Orange (Texas) Hamfest 2018
Location: Orange, TX
Type: ARRL Hamfest
Sponsor: Orange ARC & Jefferson County ARC
Website:
http://www.qsl.net/w5nd/index_files/HAMFEST%20INFO/ham
fest%20info.htm
Fort Bend County Fairgrounds

I recently had one that failed but was pleased when the SanDisk
warranty program replaced the card at no charge.

03/16/2018 |
South Texas Section Convention (Greater Houston Hamfest)
Location: Rosenberg, TX
Type: ARRL Convention
Sponsor: Brazos Valley Amateur Radio Club
Website: http://houstonhamfest.org/
Georgetown Community Center

Update: The default for Debian/Raspbian Stretch now seems to
be to write the systemd-journal to /run/log, making this
unnecessary (if you’re running Stretch)! For more info on how
this works, see
https://manpages.debian.org/stretch/systemd/systemdjournald.service.8.en.html.

03/17/2018 |
Swapfest
Location: Georgetown, TX
Type: ARRL Hamfest
Sponsor: Williamson County Amateur Radio Club
Website: http://wcarc.com
MLK Community Center

Ham Software

03/17/2018 |
West Texas Section Convention (St. Patrick's Day Hamfest)
Location: Midland, TX
Type: ARRL Convention
Sponsor: Midland Amateur Radio Club
Website: http://hamfest.w5qgg.org/
Plano Event Center

BUY, SELL, or SWAP

06/08/2018 |
West Gulf Division Convention (Ham-Com 2018)
Location: Plano, TX
Type: ARRL Convention
Sponsor: Ham-Com, Inc.
Website: http://www.hamcom.org
Austin Crowne Plaza Hotel

Hamfests & Events
01/13/2018 |
San Antonio Radio Fiesta 2018
Location: Schertz, TX
Type: ARRL Hamfest
Sponsor: San Antonio Radio Club
Website: http://w5sc.org
Forest Hill Civic & Convention Center

08/03/2018 |
Texas State Convention (Austin Summerfest 2018)
Location: Austin, TX
Type: ARRL Convention
Sponsor: Austin ARC & Texas VHF-FM Society
Website: http://www.austinsummerfest.org

01/19/2018 |
North Texas Section Convention (Cowtown Hamfest)
Location: Forest Hill, TX
Type: ARRL Convention
Sponsor: Cowtown Amateur Radio Club
Website: http://cowtownhamfest.com
Orange County Convention & Expo Center
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NFLARC Weekly Information Net

May 1, 2018
NFLARC Dues Time: Untimed event

Net meets every Wednesday night at 9:00 PM local time
• The Linked Repeaters at
o Corsicana - 2M (145.290 + with a tone of
146.2)
o Buffalo - 2M (147.280 + with a tone of 146.2)
o Franklin - 2M (146.960 - with a tone of 146.2)
o Hillsboro - 2M (146.780 - with a tone of
123.0)
o Fairfield * 2M (145.110 * with a tone of
146.2)
o Lindale * 2M (145.600 simplex with a tone of
146.2)
o Mexia * 2M (145.39 - with a tone of 146.2)
o Echolink * KD5OXM-L
• We can be Monitored via
o http://nflarc.org/radio.html
o http://www.radioreference.com”
 “Navarro, Freestone, Limestone and
Leon Counties Repeaters”

May 12, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm
June 9, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm
July 14, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm
Nominations For Officers Election Time: 1:10pm - 1:40pm
August 11, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm
NFLARC Elections Time: 1:10pm - 1:40pm
September 8, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm

Net Control Schedule
•

Net Control Schedule
• January
• 03 Jason/Rebekah
• 10 Michael/Doug
• 17 Wil/Jason
• 24 Wil/Jason
• 31 Jason/Rebekah

October 13, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm

If you would like to learn or practice being net control, contact
us here http://nflarc.org/email.html

December 8, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm

November 10, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm

NFLARC Scheduled Club Meetings
Other Area Nets

January 13, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm

•

February 10, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm

•

March 10, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm
April 14, 2018
NFLARC Lunch Time: 12:00pm - 1:00pm
NFLARC Meeting Time: 1:00pm - 3:00pm
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HF
•
•
•
•

10 mtrs Tues 8:00p 28.437 + or – W5DXS net
40 mtrs M-Sat 10:00-noon 1:00-2:00p Sat 10:00a-noon 7.290
80 mtrs 24/7 6:30p SW Traffic Net 3.873
80 mtrs 24/7 8:00p-9:00 Gulf Coast Hurricane Net 3.935

U/VHF
•
Daily•
4:00 a -An informal net
• on 146.580 Simplex every morning,
• Come and visit with the bunch!
•
Mon•
7:00p 146.82 and Waco area 146.660 linked Temple ARC
•
8:00p Hotarc Bakers Dozen Training net (WX Net)
•
145.150
•
8:15p Oklahoma VOIP Net
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•

•

•

This is a DMR, Fusion, Echolink, Digital, etc. mode Net
•
BM3140
•
to participate you must use a
•
DMR Radio on a Repeater. Open or Hotspot
•
Fusion
•
Echolink
•
IRLP
•
10:00p CST PAPA DMR Roundtable California Statewide Net
on TG 3106
Tue•
7:00p - Bosque County ARC Round Table Net
•
147.180
•
7:00p Brand Meister DMR Statewide Net
•
This is a DMR Digital mode Net.
•
To participate you must use a DMR Radio on a Repeater
that has Brand Meister Texas Statewide TG3148 Channel
Set up, or DMR-MARC TG9000.
•
All licensed radio operators are welcome to check in.
•
8:30p- Slo-scan Emergency Preparedness Net
•
147.24 (97.4 tone)
•
8:30p- Hytera BrandMeister USA Net on BM TG-31089
•
9:00p- SlowScan-ATV Talkabout Net
•
147.140, 97.4
•
9:30p Ventura County Digital Radio Club Net VCDRC 31070
•
10:00p 147.360 PL Tone 110.9 Tarlton Area ARC
•
10:00p Sierra Nevada Amateur Radio Society (SNARS) weekly
DMR net
• BM TG 31328,
• Time Slot 2
•
10:00p SNARS DMR Net SNARS 31328
Weds.
•
7:00p North America Tech Net North America 93
•
7:30 p.m. DMR-MARC DMR Texas Net
•
This is a DMMR Digital mode Net
•
TG3148
•
to participate you must use a DMR Radio on a Repeater
that has DMR-MARC Texas Statewide Channel Set up.
•
All licensed radio operators are welcome to check in.
•
7:30 p.m. W5TSG Emergency Relay Net
•
SIMPLEX . 147.550
•
All checkins during the 7:30 net will have an opportunity
to make comments on the 8:00 p.m. net
•
7:30p Ohio Statewide Net Ohio 3139
•
8:00 p.m. W5TSG Traffic and Training Net
•
147.320 with a tone of + 123
•
8:00pm THE W5TSG TRAFFIC AND TRAINING NET
•
ON THE LAST WEDS. OF THE MONTH ON 145.31 TONE
123.
•
All licensed radio operators are welcome to check in.
•
Bud AD5SK Net Control
•
9:00p- Quad County net
•
(NFLARC Linked repeaters)
•
This is on a linked repeater system that includes some or
all these repeaters
•
Hillsboro 146.780 CT 123
•
Buffalo 147.280 CT 146.2
•
Corsicana 145.290 CT 146.2
•
Farifield 145.110 FM 0
•
Franklin 146.960 CT 85.4
•
Mexia 145.390 CT 146.2
•
Lindale simplex 145.600 CT 146.2
•
9:00 PM Metroplex AMSAT•
Arlington ARC Repeater 147.14+, 110.9 Hz Tone

•

•

•

•
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•
10:00p EU DMR net Europe 92
Thurs.
•
7:00p LWARS Training Net
•
146.78
•
7:00p Kentucky Net Kentucky 3121
•
7:00p West Virginia DMR and Service net West Virginia 3154
•
7:30p Texas DMR Swap net 1st Thursday of the month.
•
This is a DMR Digital mode Net
•
TG3148
•
to participate you must use a DMR Radio on a Repeater
that has DMR-MARC Texas Statewide Channel Set up.
•
All licensed radio operators are welcome to check in.
•
8:00p Central Texas Amateur Radio Net 145.310, 123.0
•
8:00p 147.14 Central Texas ARC Net (WX Net)
•
8:00pm DMR Net Arkansas
•
On DMR BM TG3105
•
8:00pm 100 watts on a wire DMR Net
•
World Wide English Talkgroup on DMR-MARC TG13.
•
8:00pm DMR Tech Net
•
0100 UTC in Summer
•
0200 UTC in Winter months
•
North America English Talkgroup (3)
•
8:30p- Hytera BrandMeister USA Net on BM TG-31089
19:30
VCDRC 31070
•
9:00p NorCal NorCal
31063
•
9:00p Ventura County Digital Radio Club (VCDRC) Ventura
310652
•
9:30p Oklahoma VOIP Net
• This is a DMR, Fusion, Echolink, Digital, etc. mode Net
• BM3140
• to participate you must use a
• DMR Radio on a Repeater. Open or Hotspot
• Fusion
• Echolink
• IRLP
Friday
•
12:00 noon Alaska Morning Net
•
Corsicana Saltgrass Repeater 444.775 + t100
•
7 :30p cst TGIF Net Brandmeister TG 31665
• http://globaldxclub.com/index.php?page=TGIF_NET
•
8:00p Louisiana Statewide Net
•
BM TG3122
•
8:00p cst Tennessee Digital Amateur Radio Group Net
•
BM TG3147
•
Last Friday of the month
•
monthly friendship and rag chew net
•
http://www.tg3147.net/
•
Sat.
•
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE GROUP / NET "DIGITAL"
•
(OAG/N ~ www.HamRadio1.com)
• DMR TG: 31772
•
10:00 AM PST (12 Am CST zone)
•
Worldwide DMR-MARC Net
• 1600 UTC 11pm cst in Summer,
• 1700 UTC 12pm cst in Winter months
• Worldwide Talkgroup (1)
•
Worldwide DMR-Brand Meister Net
• 1600 UTC 11pm cst
• Worldwide Talkgroup (91)
•
Sun.
• 19:00 UTC - 2:00 CST Europe Net
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•
Brand Meister TG92
• 7:30p Johnson County ARC (Cleburne)
•
444.00 tone 136.5 and 145.45 tone 88.5
•
7:00pm cst South East Florida DMR Tech Net
•
DMR BM TG 31124
• 7:00pm Tac310 DMR Net
•
Tac310 Talkgroup on DMR-MARC TG310 & Brand Meister
TG310.
• 9:30p Iowa Statewide Net
• Iowa 3119
• 8:00 pm DMRTrack Net
• TG 31489 DMRTrack
*Black = Analog
*Red = Digital

AREA CLUB MEETINGS
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

All-Ham Breakfast
o
Every Sat.9:00am GRIFFS at China Spring Road &
Wortham Bend Road in China Spring. Come join your
fellow hams every Saturday morning.
Bosque County ARC
o
2nd Sat. 6:30pm Johnny’s Café on HWY. 6 In Clifton
o
VEC team there to give a test or upgrade at 5:30 each
meeting
Central Texas ARC
o
1st Tues. 7:00pm Belton EOC
HOTARC
o
4th Thurs. 7:00pm W5NCD Workshop 12772 Chapel Rd.,
Lorena
Lake Whitney ARS
o
3rd Sat. 10:00am Whitney Fire Department
Leon County Ham Radio Club
o
1st Tues. 7:00 p.m. at the Centerville Municipal Building,
also known as the fire station. The building is located just
past Lacy's Grocery Store on the right
Temple ARC
o
1st Thurs. 7:00pm Western Hills Church of Christ Adams
& I-35, Temple
W5TSG ARC
o
2nd Monday 6:30pm TSGARC Clubhouse 3292
Speegleville Road, Waco
Tarleton Area ARC
o
1st Tuesday of each month Stephenville (also a 70cm
repeater available 444.775 PL tone 88.5)
CCARC - Cedar Creek Amateur Radio Club
o
Second Saturday of each month at the Mabank Cafe, 301
N. 3rd. Street in Mabank.
o
Their meeting room is a no-smoking area for us all
morning.

CONTEST CALENDAR

+ AGCW VHF/UHF Contest

1400Z-1700Z, Jan 1 (144) and
1700Z-1800Z, Jan 1 (432)

+ QRP ARCI New Years Sprint

1500Z-1800Z, Jan 1

+ ARS Spartan Sprint

0200Z-0400Z, Jan 2

+ Phone Fray

0230Z-0300Z, Jan 3

+ CWops Mini-CWT Test

1300Z-1400Z, Jan 3 and
1900Z-2000Z, Jan 3 and
0300Z-0400Z, Jan 4

+ UKEICC 80m Contest

2000Z-2100Z, Jan 3

+ AWA Linc Cundall Memorial CW
Contest

2300Z, Jan 3 to 2300Z, Jan 4 and
2300Z, Jan 6 to 2300Z, Jan 7

+ NRAU 10m Activity Contest

1800Z-1900Z, Jan 4 (CW) and
1900Z-2000Z, Jan 4 (SSB) and
2000Z-2100Z, Jan 4 (FM) and
2100Z-2200Z, Jan 4 (Dig)

+ NCCC RTTY Sprint

0145Z-0215Z, Jan 5

+ NCCC Sprint

0230Z-0300Z, Jan 5

+ PODXS 070 Club PSKFest

0000Z-2400Z, Jan 6

+ WW PMC Contest

1200Z, Jan 6 to 1200Z, Jan 7

+ ARRL RTTY Roundup

1800Z, Jan 6 to 2400Z, Jan 7

+ Kid's Day Contest

1800Z-2359Z, Jan 6

+ EUCW 160m Contest

2000Z-2300Z, Jan 6 and
0400Z-0700Z, Jan 7

+ Phone Fray

0230Z-0300Z, Jan 10

+ CWops Mini-CWT Test

1300Z-1400Z, Jan 10 and
1900Z-2000Z, Jan 10 and
0300Z-0400Z, Jan 11

+ NCCC RTTY Sprint

0145Z-0215Z, Jan 12

+ NCCC Sprint

0230Z-0300Z, Jan 12

+ YB DX Contest

0000Z-2359Z, Jan 13

+ Old New Year Contest

0500Z-0900Z, Jan 13

+ UBA PSK63 Prefix Contest

1200Z, Jan 13 to 1200Z, Jan 14

+ SKCC Weekend Sprintathon

1200Z, Jan 13 to 2400Z, Jan 14

+ North American QSO Party, CW

1800Z, Jan 13 to 0559Z, Jan 14

+ NRAU-Baltic Contest, SSB

0630Z-0830Z, Jan 14

+ DARC 10-Meter Contest

0900Z-1059Z, Jan 14

+ NRAU-Baltic Contest, CW

0900Z-1100Z, Jan 14

+ Midwinter Contest

1000Z-1400Z, Jan 14

+ Phone Fray

0230Z-0300Z, Jan 17

+ CWops Mini-CWT Test

1300Z-1400Z, Jan 17 and
1900Z-2000Z, Jan 17 and
0300Z-0400Z, Jan 18

+ NAQCC CW Sprint

0130Z-0330Z, Jan 18

+ NCCC RTTY Sprint

0145Z-0215Z, Jan 19

+ NCCC Sprint

0230Z-0300Z, Jan 19

+ LZ Open Contest

1800Z-2200Z, Jan 19

+ Hungarian DX Contest

1200Z, Jan 20 to 1159Z, Jan 21

+ North American QSO Party, SSB

1800Z, Jan 20 to 0559Z, Jan 21

+ ARRL January VHF Contest

1900Z, Jan 20 to 0359Z, Jan 22

+ WAB 1.8 MHz Phone

1900Z-2300Z, Jan 20

+ Feld Hell Sprint

2000Z-2359Z, Jan 20 (EU-AF) and
2300Z, Jan 20 to 0259Z, Jan 21 (ENAESA) and
0200Z-0559Z, Jan 21 (ENA-OC-AS)

+ Classic Exchange, CW

1300Z, Jan 21 to 0800Z, Jan 22 and
1300Z, Jan 23 to 0800Z, Jan 24

January 2018
+ AGB New Year Snowball Contest

0000Z-0100Z, Jan 1

+ IQRP Quarterly Marathon

0800Z, Jan 1 to 2000Z, Jan 7

+ SARTG New Year RTTY Contest

0800Z-1100Z, Jan 1

+ AGCW Happy New Year Contest

0900Z-1200Z, Jan 1
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+ Run for the Bacon QRP Contest

0200Z-0400Z, Jan 22

+ SKCC Sprint

0000Z-0200Z, Jan 24

+ NAQCC CW Sprint

0130Z-0330Z, Jan 24

+ Phone Fray

0230Z-0300Z, Jan 24

+ CWops Mini-CWT Test

1300Z-1400Z, Jan 24 and
1900Z-2000Z, Jan 24 and
0300Z-0400Z, Jan 25

+ NCCC RTTY Sprint

0145Z-0215Z, Jan 26

+ NCCC Sprint

0230Z-0300Z, Jan 26

+ CQ 160-Meter Contest, CW

2200Z, Jan 26 to 2200Z, Jan 28

+ Montana QSO Party

0000Z-2400Z, Jan 27

+ REF Contest, CW

0600Z, Jan 27 to 1800Z, Jan 28

+ BARTG RTTY Sprint

1200Z, Jan 27 to 1200Z, Jan 28

+ UBA DX Contest, SSB

1300Z, Jan 27 to 1300Z, Jan 28

+ Winter Field Day

1900Z, Jan 27 to 1900Z, Jan 28

+ Phone Fray

0230Z-0300Z, Jan 31

+ CWops Mini-CWT Test

1300Z-1400Z, Jan 31 and
1900Z-2000Z, Jan 31 and
0300Z-0400Z, Feb 1

+ UKEICC 80m Contest

2000Z-2100Z, Jan 31

Amateur Satellite

DX News

----------------------------------------------------------------------

FM Satellites: Good Operating Practices for Beginning and
Experienced Operators
With the success of AMSAT’s Fox project, more FM satellites
are in the sky, and more are on the way. As a result, many radio
amateurs are getting interested in working satellites for the first
time. If you are new to FM satellite operating, welcome!
While working stations through an FM satellite is fairly easy,
there are some operating practices that all operators should
follow. Since FM satellites are a shared resource, all operators
during a pass need to help keep the passes accessible for as
many stations as possible.
Many of these guidelines are based around two simple “Golden
Rules” of satellite operating: Don’t transmit if you can’t hear the
satellite, and operate using full-duplex capabilities if at all
possible, meaning you can transmit and receive at the same time.
Some radios offer full-duplex capabilities, or you can use two
separate radios to achieve this.

Island on the Air - New Website

1. Share the Pass
FM satellites are just like a repeater: only one person may
transmit at a time. Since a satellite is overhead for 15 minutes at
most, each operator will want to make some contacts. Please
don’t monopolize a pass; let your other ham colleagues have
some time on the pass as well. It takes a lot of self-discipline, but
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sometimes the best engagement is to make one single QSO and
sit back to listen for the remainder of the pass.

7. Use Only the Minimum Power Required
Generally, 5 watts from an HT and a directional antenna is
plenty of power to work an FM satellite from horizon to horizon.

2. Let Other QSOs Finish
Please let other stations complete their QSO before you call
another station. It’s very frustrating when you are calling a
station to complete a QSO and another station starts a call before
your QSO is completed. Calling someone who has just called
another station is considered rude. It’s the equivalent of being
interrupted; nobody likes being interrupted. If you hear a QSO in
progress, please let that QSO finish before you make your own
call.

8. Work the New Stations
Satellites are for everybody, and the satellite community LOVES
hearing new calls on the FM birds. Regular satellite operators
should pay close attention during a pass; if you hear a callsign
that’s new to you, take the time to call them. You may be that
station’s first satellite QSO; what an honor!
How to Get the Latest News on Satellite Activity
There are several ways satellite operators can stay abreast of
operations from rare grids or DXCC entities. AMSAT’s website
has an area for Upcoming Satellite Operations; check this
regularly for the latest info. If you’re on Facebook, you can also
join the AMSAT-NA Facebook group; many operators post
their activity news in the group. It’s also a good place to meet
other satellite operators and ask questions if you’re new.
Many of the most active satellite operators use Twitter to post
their real-time activity. If you’re on Twitter, look for posts that
tag @AMSAT or use the hash tag #AMSAT. You will quickly
see who the frequent posters are; be sure to follow them for the
latest info on where they will be operating from.
If you’re not interested in social media, you can subscribe to the
AMSAT email reflector or the AMSAT Weekly News
Bulletin, which features an area highlighting upcoming
operations.

3. Minimize Repeat QSOs
There are often times where you will hear stations on a pass that
you have already worked several times. If a pass has other
callers, please refrain from calling a station you have already
made contact with numerous times. If you think about it, there
are only so many QSOs that can be made during a given pass.
Each QSO that is made between two station that have already
contacted each other prevents another QSO from happening, one
that might be a new grid square or state for another station, or a
station’s first QSO.
4. Don’t Call CQ
Please don’t call “CQ Satellite” on an FM satellite. It’s the same
as calling CQ on a repeater; you just don’t do it. Generally, it’s
better to pick out a station and call them directly. However If
you want to announce your presence an FM satellite pass during
a pass with low activity, simply give your call and grid
(example: “W1ABC FN32”). If you have given your callsign
several times and are not getting calls, there may be a problem
with your station. Take a break and examine your station before
transmitting again.

Lastly, you can always listen to a pass. If a lot of people are
calling a specific station, that’s a good indicator they are at a rare
location. This is especially important at the beginning or ending
of a pass, when the satellite’s footprint is more likely to include
DX stations.

5. Use Phonetics
It can be very difficult during a busy pass to hear and understand
a callsign correctly. Using standard phonetics will make initial
copy of your callsign much easier, which reduces the need for
repeated transmissions. This makes each QSO shorter, which
make more of the pass available for others. It is not a race. There
is no need to give your callsign quickly.

We hope that these guidelines provide a way for all satellite
users to cooperate and share each pass. We want you to work
lots of stations and have fun, but not in a way that prevents
others from having a good time on the satellites, too. Be
neighborly and a good steward of the satellites, and we can all
have fun for a long time.

6. Rare/Portable Stations Take Priority
It is common for satellite operators to take their equipment with
them to portable locations, to transmit from rare grid squares or
other DX countries. Courtesy should be extended to these
stations; they are providing a rare location to all satellite
operators and will be at that location for a limited time. If you
hear a station on from a rare grid or DXCC entity, use good
judgement before calling stations in more common grids. If the
rarer station is working a lot of people on a pass, it may be best
to let that station work as many people as possible. There will
always be another pass to work more common stations. Info on
how to know when rare stations will be on is at the bottom of
this list.
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Digital Radio News

KC5HWB Jason has his own C -bridge now
We will be changing Corsicana & Hillsboro to use his C-Bridge
soon.
This will give us the ability to have more channels if we wish for
more activity
IE
BM TGIF 31665 & DMR Track 31489.
Look for news on this soon.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Closer look at each block shows
• Call
• Name
• DMR ID
of active stations since you arrived at the web page

DMR Brand Meister Busy? Check for yourself
Thanks to Ty KG5RKI his latest toy watches Brand Meister
activity and serves up a page to show a Talk Group activity.

There are also 2 links on the top
• The TG name will take you to a page with only that TG
shown
• The speaker will open a pahe to the TG on Hoseline

I took this and made a page to watch all my favorite Talk
Groups.
At http://nflarc.org/DMR/DMRlogs.htm

KE5CDK
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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DMR Repeater MAP

QSL Card

I have also been working on a DMR Repeater Map page, Shown
here. http://nflarc.org/DMR/index.htm

Not only does it show its location, it shows the system it’s on by
color, It’s Band by icon.
• Green = DMR-MARC
• Red = DMR-Brandmeister
• Purple = DMR+
• Yellow = Unknown

Web LINKS
info sites

•
•
•

Baloon=440Mhz
Star=144Mhz
X=900Mhz

When the icon is clicked the side bar opens to show Repeater
details.
So far I have in the map these areas
• Texas
• Oklahoma
• Ireland
• N. Ireland
• Isle of Man
• Southern UK
• Anartica
A larger version is here
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?mid=1WWrd2b_
dw9Y8iPbVB5_5vRZP4UXgnFa&hl=en&ll=31.02314948569168%2C98.07546615000001&z=5
KE5CDK
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Amsat

http://www.amsat.org/

ARDEN

http://www.aredn.org/

Ham Contest Calendar

http://www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/index.html

My DX Summit

http://new.dxsummit.fi/#/

QRZ

http://www.qrz.com/

QRZnow

http://qrznow.com/

RepeaterBook

http://www.repeaterbook.com

South African Radio League
(SARL) Wireless Inst. of Austrailia

http://www.sarl.org.za/

Elevation evaluation site

https://www.solwise.co.uk/wireless-elevationtool.ht

News Sites
amateurradio.com
Grapevine Amateur Radio
Grapevine Amateur Radio

http://www.amateurradio.com/
http://hamradio2.com
http://www.livefromthehamshack.tv/

ICQpodcast

http://icqpodcast.com/

Southgate Amateur Radio News

http://www.southgatearc.org/index.htm

The Spectrum Monitor

http://www.thespectrummonitor.com/index.aspx

DMR Info
DMR BM3148 Net

http://tg3148.net/

DMR Activity Map

https://kg5rki.com/

DMR Blog

http://www.dmrhamradio.com/

DMR Lonestar Netwatch

http://216.130.253.123:42420/MinimalNetwatch

DMR repeater map

http://www.cqdmrmap.com/

DMR Net Calendat

https://calendar.google.com/calendar/embed?src=p

WIA - http://www.wia.org.au/
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Software

other stations in France. In stepping back from his ham activity,
said he no longer was able to send CW and made “too
many mistakes.”
He was a member of France’s International Amateur Radio
Union member-society REF as well as of the Union of French
Telegraphists (UFT).
Born in Algeria, Touzot had been on the air since 1936 and had
learned CW in 2 months during his time in the military. Prior to
military service, he attended the Technical Institute of Toulouse
and became an industrial designer, retiring in 1966.
Touzot received considerable acclaim in 2009, when he became
a centenarian. Among his gifts was a special Morse key created
especially for him.
No official records are kept to document who is the oldest radio
amateur.

Chirp

http://chirp.danplanet.com/projects/chirp/wiki/HomeTouzot

N3FJP logging software

http://www.n3fjp.com

Dealers
Associated Radio

http://www.associatedradio.com/home.php

B and H Sales Derby Radio Shack

http://www.hamradiocenter.biz/

Bridgecom Systems, Inc

https://www.bridgecomsystems.com/

Clear Signal Products Inc. (the
Coaxman)
D & L Antenna

http://www.coaxman.com/

Grapevine Amateur Radio

http://www.grapevineamateurradio.com/

Lido Mounts

http://www.lidomounts.com

WB0W – Dealer
Baodengtech

http://www.wb0w.com/
https://baofengtech.com/

https://www.antennatail.com/

FYI
•

SILENT KEYS

NFLARC Club Dues are due every May

Ham Radio Glossary
2015-2016 Officers
President: Doug S - KE5CDK
Vice President: Jason T – KG5CBD
Secretary: Rebekah M - K5RCM
Treasurer: James S - KD5OXM
Asst. Treasurer: Rebekah M - K5RCM
Director (1yr): Mary S - KE5FGU
Director (2yr): Kevin M - KW5MOS
Director (3yr): Michael B - KF5KHS
Field Day Committee:
Testing Committee: Rebekah M - K5RCM
VE Team
Rebekah M - K5RCM
Michael B - KF5KHS
Kevin M - KW5MOS
Mary S - KE5FGU
Doug S - KE5CDK
Wil G – WB5YFX
Bud G – AD5SK
And more…?
Public Relations Chairman Rebekah M - K5RCM
Activities Chairman Rebekah M - K5RCM
Ragchew Editor Doug S - KE5CDK

Reputed World’s Oldest Ham Jean Touzot, F8IL, SK
12/01/2017

Jean Touzot, F8IL, of Albi, France — said to have been the
world’s oldest radio amateur — has died. The “dean of French
radio amateurs,” Touzot was 109 and enjoyed operating CW
with an old-fashioned hand key and a modern Yaesu transceiver.
He “retired from the airwaves for health reasons” at age 105 in
2014, according to media accounts. Until then he had been
active on the air, making daily contacts on 80-meter CW with
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Address Book
• Staff@nflarc.org - Is sent to pres, vp, sec, tres, & board
• members@nflarc.org - Is sent to all members on the
mailing list
• vec@nflarc.org – Is sent to our VEC’s
• ve@nflarc.org - Is sent to the VE team
• ares@nflarc.org – Is sent to pres, vp, sec, tres,
• fd@nflarc.org - Is sent to pres, vp, sec, tres,
• ragchew@nflarc.org - is sent to the newsletter editor
If you have Questions, Comments, Links, Submissions,
Corrections, Etc.
Send them to ragchew@nflarc.org
To subscribe to the newsletter, send a message to:
<newsletter-subscribe@nflarc.org>
To remove your address from the newsletter, just send a message
to:
<newsletter-unsubscribe@nflarc.org>

73

DE W5NFL
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